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SOME FAVORITES FROM OUR TEAM
The following pages are a collection of Griffin’s favorite new
genetics from our breeder partners for the 2022 season.
Our team feels these will be great additions for your
business. Please contact your Griffin sales representative
for more information or to place your order. We have
also included some informative articles and tips! Enjoy
browsing through these beautiful options and ideas for
the upcoming season.

CALIBRACHOA CALLIE®
The Callie® Series of Calibrachoa is a real must-have for everyone.
With bright bold colors and flower patterns, you can use Callie® for
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Hot Pink

ten-inch hanging baskets in single or multiple color combinations. Callie®
calibrachoa are used in Syngenta’s Kwik Kombos™ and they combine
well with other plants for mixed combo pots and premium hanging
baskets. Callie® gets two new colors this year, Hot Pink and Hot Pink
Spark which has a fantastic yellow star pattern that you must try.

Hot Pink Spark

G R I F F I N N E W V A R I E T I E S F O R 2023
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LANTANA BANDOLISTA

TM

(A)

Syngenta says the new Bandolista™ series is the perfect heat-loving option for beautiful
baskets and we couldn’t agree more. The series launches with four colors, Coconut,
Mango, Pineapple, and Red Chili covering all the core colors. The habit of these very
well-branched plants is mounded and slightly tailing allowing them to cover the basket or
spread nicely in the landscape. Bandolista™ selections are seed sterile so the plants will
not cycle out of flower and you will have a full-color show all season long.

Coconut

4

Mango
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LANTANA BANDANA® (B)
Lantana Bandana® is an absolute workhorse series. The plants themselves have large
blooms and with twelve colors in the series there’s something for everyone. Bandana®
shows really well at retail in small or large containers due to the mounded and wellbranched habit with exceptional heat tolerance. This series looks great in the garden
from summer to fall. One new color, Black Cherry is an outstanding deep red and two
improved colors, Rose, and White, round out this robust series.

Black Cherry

Rose Improved

White Improved

PETUNIA SHORTCAKE RASPBERRY
TM

Syngenta has so many great petunia series, that it was hard to pick just one to feature
here, but Shortcake™ Raspberry stole our hearts. We love the grower-friendly habit that
makes it combine well with many different genera in baskets and planters. You’ll love
the stable flower pattern that makes it easy to know what you’re getting when putting
together combinations. A raspberry star pattern with a white background will look great
by itself and combine nicely with so many colors. This versatile plant works great in
small pots and really gets some size in the landscape too.

C
D

GERANIUM CALLIOPE® CASCADE
Violet (C)
From the company that brought you so many fantastic interspecific geraniums comes yet another first of its
kind. Calliope® Cascade Violet is the first trailing interspecific geranium with all the features we love about
the Calliope® family of geraniums. Calliope® Cascade Violet has large richly colored semi-double flowers
that go all season long. Its unique spreading habit and vigor make it a great choice for hanging baskets,
and large combination planters, and it works great in the landscape.

GERANIUM MANTRA

TM

(D)

There are so many things to like about the new Mantra™ interspecific geranium series it’s hard to know
where to start. Mantra™ is the first and only geranium series that combines the best of interspecific breeding
with dark green foliage, excellent branching, and a vigorous upright growth habit. Mantra™ comes to market
with three colors, Bright Red, Magenta, and Pink have the vigor of Syngenta’s legacy Rocky Mountain™
series only with dark foliage. The blooms on Mantra™ are absolutely huge making them a great choice for
large combination planters where only big, bold color will do.

Magenta

Pink Dark Green Leaf

Bright Red

PENTAS STARCLUSTER CASCADE
TM

New Pentas Starcluster™ Cascade are perfect for filling summertime hanging baskets. They have huge
blooms, the largest pentas flowers on the market, and their semi-trailing habit will cascade perfectly to
cover the basket. These heat lovers are also great for in the garden where their spreading habit will fill in
landscape beds at a wider spacing than traditional pentas. Compared to the competition, Starcluster™
Cascade has more flowers and a more full-looking, mounded habit that makes them stand out.

Blush

Pink Bicolor

Red

White
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PETUNIA SMARTUNIA AND
SMARTUNIA WINDMILL
You know Dümmen Orange’s new advanced breeding program, Intrinsa™, from their
introduction of white rust-resistant mums and mildew-resistant Kalanchoe. Now they have
developed the world’s first collection of Tobacco Mosaic Virus (TMV) resistant petunias
which they are calling Smartunia. Smartunia uses advanced breeding techniques which
identify natural resistance and better plant performance in the genus and bring those
traits into beautiful blooming plants for growers and gardeners. Another advantage of this
advanced breeding is the potential to use fewer chemicals in production saving money and
making growing easier and safer. The Smartunia collection has five colors, Baby Pink, Neon,
Purple Vein, Red, and White which covers all the core colors. The Smartunia Windmill
series has three ‘windmill patterned’ colors, Windmill Black, Windmill Pink, and Windmill
Red to add novelty to the assortment.

Baby Pink

Neon

Purple Vein

Red

White

Windmill Black

Windmill Pink

Windmill Red

WELCOME TO THE JUNGLE
There are not a lot of certainties in our industry, but one thing that is certain is that houseplant
sales are not showing signs of slowing down. That’s why we are excited to have Dümmen
Orange® jump into the supply side of this category with their new Welcome to the Jungle series
of grower-friendly houseplant cultivars. The list includes popular genera like Peperomia, Pilea,
and Senecio as well as unique plants like Tradescantia ‘Tortuga’ and Delosperma ‘Gherkin’.
Be sure to check out this unique offering for plants you can sell all year around.

DIANTHUS MAD MAGENTA
Dümmen Orange® released a new, extremely fragrant, perennial dianthus this year called
Mad Magenta. It is not part of a series, but a unique stand-alone variety and we think it is
one that should not be missed. Growing only four to six inches tall with a 12" spread, this
compact spring bloomer will fit perfectly in four or six-inch pots and consumers can use them
in rock gardens, or perennial borders. You can keep Mad Magenta blooming by continuously
deadheading, or you can wait until after the first flush and lightly shear the whole plant to
bring on the next wave of flowers.

G R I F F I N N E W V A R I E T I E S F O R 2023
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COLEUS STAINED GLASSWORKS ®
The Stained Glassworks® collection of coleus continues to
grow with two new introductions. Stained Glassworks® coleus
are known for being strong plants with great branching that
are perfect for containers or landscape plantings. Flashbulb
is a gorgeous new red/maroon color being added to the ‘sun’
category while Pineapple Express’ gold and burgundy foliage is
added to the ‘shade selection’.

NEW GUINEA IMPATIENS
HYBRID MEGAGUINEA
MegaGuinea…the name says it all. These plants are bred to be
large and early blooming, making them perfect for big containers
and baskets while requiring fewer inputs. One plant can easily
fill a 2.5-quart container and be blooming in time for the peak
spring sales. The series gets four new colors this year; White Blush,
Orange, Pink, and Purple.

Orange

White Blush

Purple

Pink

DAHLIA XXL
The trend of gardeners growing their own cut flowers
continues to grow and dahlias continue to be a very popular
choice. The XXL series, bred for huge blooms and long stems,
is a perfect choice for you to recommend to your customers.
Whether they cut the flowers to bring indoors or just enjoy
them in the landscape, these are stunning plants that can
be grown one plant per gallon container. New Vallarta is an
orange and pink bicolor that is stunning in person. Juarez,
with its pink and white bicolor blooms, would definitely make
a beautiful cut arrangement. If you’re not encouraging your
customers to grow their own cuts, now is the time and these
great dahlias will make it easy for them.

White
Improved

Juarez

Vallarta

Rose
Improved

KIENTZLER

BIDENS FIREDANCE

PETUNIA GLAMOUFLAGE | Grape

If you’re looking for something to spice up your early spring

Last year Kientzler introduced a new petunia they called

or fall sales, be sure to try the new Bidens Firedance. The

Glamouflage Pink Lemonade, a medium vigor, variegated

gorgeous scarlet-orange blooms will be a great addition to

foliage petunia with a clear pink bloom. This year the

either season and the compact, mounded growth habit makes

Glamouflage series gets a new color, Grape, with a beautiful

it a perfect player in pots and combinations. Firedance is

almost metallic grape purple bloom and really unique

daylength neutral meaning you can start them early for spring

variegated foliage that is sure to be a hit with consumers.

or they keep going late in the fall for consumers.

Glamouflage works great in four-inch and larger containers
and looks great all by itself with the combination of blooms
and variegated foliage, but plays well with others in mixed
combinations too.

GREENFUSE

CONSTANT CADENCE®

TRADESCANTIA PISTACHIO

Greenfuse has introduced a few perennial dianthus over the years,

Tradescantia Pistachio™ White is a new foliage plant

and new this year is Constant Cadence®, a truly unique variety
with color-changing flowers. They move from deep rose to violet
to pink with age so you get a mosaic of colors at all times. Hardy
to zone 4 and daylength neutral means you can have this in bloom
early and they stay in bloom for a long time. This stunning variety
can be programmed for year-round production for indoor potted
plant sales, or times perfectly for the spring rush.

TM

™

introduction that will be perfect as a houseplant or a combo
plant in mixed containers outdoors. Pistachio™ is unique
because it has the largest amount of white variegation available
on any Tradescantia, and the quick-growing, fast finish the
genus is known for. ‘Plant Parents’ will love the unique
variegated foliage and we think you’ll like the versatility of this
plant for making beautiful mixed planters.
GRIFFIN NEW VARIETIES FOR 2023
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ECHINACEA
COLOR CODED® &
DOUBLE CODED®
New COLOR CODED® and DOUBLE
CODED® Echinacea series are produced
from tissue culture so all plants in a
color are identical in color and habit. As
you can guess, COLOR CODED® are

A

single-flowered varieties with extremely
high-quality blooms that pollinators love.
DOUBLE CODED® Echinacea have fully

Cherry

double flowers above a dense base of
foliage. Plants are all hardy in zones 4-8
and bloom at the height of summer.

D
IMAGES:
(A) Color Coded® The Fuchsia is Bright
(B) Double Coded® Raspberry Beret
(C) Color Coded® One in a Melon
(D) Double Coded® Butter Pecan

E

NATIONAL COMBINATIONS
Each year Proven Winners® puts its considerable marketing muscle behind a few National Combinations to help drive consumer
awareness of, and demand for these top-performing varieties. Take a moment to check out what’s coming up in 2023!
(E) Misty Seas, (F) Caladium Heartfelt Wonder, (G) Rockin Rush, (H) Acapulco Sun

F

G

H
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ASTILBE
DARK SIDE OF
THE MOON
We’re excited about the new
Astilbe ‘Dark Side of the Moon’
because it is the only dark-leafed
Astilbe with purple flowers
available on the market. The leaves
emerge yellow with a dark edge
and become completely dark as
they age. Even the flower stems
are dark which provides a great
contrast to the rosy-purple flowers.
‘Dark Side of the Moon’ will grow
best in full sun in northern areas
and prefer some shade in the south
and is hardy in zones 4-9.

16
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HIBISCUS SUMMERIFIC ® (J)
‘Valentine’s Crush’ replaces ‘Cranberry Crush’
in the SUMMERIFIC® Collection. Compared
with ‘Cranberry Crush’, this variety has brighter
red flowers that open fully flat at 7-8" wide. The
leaves have a large, ovate shape causing the plant
to have a full appearance and a dark bronze cast
in full sun.
‘Lilac Crush’ adds a new color to the
SUMMERIFIC® Series and a rare color among
Hardy hibiscus. Lilac flowers open 7-8" wide
with overlapping petals of a thick substance.
The flowers will have cool tones under low
temperature conditions.
Images: Left- Lilac Crush, Right- Valentine Crush

PLECTRANTHUS
COLORBLAZE®
MINI ME
TM

SALVIA ROCKIN®
DEEP PURPLE
IMPROVED

WATERMELON
We’ve liked the Rockin’® salvia
ColorBlaze Mini Me™

series since it was introduced

Watermelon is a small coleus

many years ago and we’re happy

that acts like a big one due to its

to see Proven Winners® continue

excellent vigor. Strong enough

to add and upgrade the series.

to hold its own in combinations

Deep Purple Improved now has a

but really shows off by itself in

slightly more compact habit and

a container. The watermelon

even more flowers than before

red leaves edged with chartreuse

making it fit the series even better.

add a welcome pop of color in

Large, deep purple flowers with

either sun or shade. Best of all,

black calyxes are a magnet for

you can grow ColorBlaze® Mini

pollinators like butterflies and

Me™ Watermelon in small pots

hummingbirds making

without the need to pinch or

them a ‘must have’ plant

use PGRs.

for many gardeners.

®

CYPERUS
QUEEN TUT

MUEHLENBECKIA
BIG LEAF

Nothing makes a statement

You might know wire vine from

TM

as a ‘Thriller’ plant quite like
Umbrella Grass and the new
Queen Tut™ from Proven
Winners® excels. Queen Tut™
has a finer texture and only
grows 18 to 24 inches tall so
it thrills without overtaking a
combo. Like all umbrella grasses,
Queen Tut™ also works great
at the edge of a water garden,
lending a tropical feel. It blooms

the past, but the new Big Leaf
selection really holds its own. Big
Leaf can be used as you might
have used vinca vine in a medium
vigor combination and it will look
full and lend an airy texture as
a spiller plant. Big Leaf grows
equally well in sun or shade and
is perfect for hanging baskets and
window boxes but works well for
small pot sales.

best in full sun to partial shade
and the flowers make a great
long-lasting cut flower.

G R I F F I N N E W V A R I E T I E S F O R 2023
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DIANTHUS BEST FRIENDS FOREVER
As the indoor plant market continues to grow, this new, compact, pot-type Dianthus is
sure to be a hit with new gardeners. BFF stands for ‘Best Friends Forever’ and we think
forever refers to the very long bloom time on all five new colors!

Pink Passion

Purple Passion

Red Passion

Scarlett Passion

Violet Passion

PETUNIA FLOWER SHOWER
The new Flower Shower series from Westhoff is definitely unique and something we
think you should try. Bred to have a mounded and trailing habit with color all over the
plant so no more rangy plants with bald spots. The flowers have deeply saturated colors
and are medium-sized but there are so many you really don’t mind that they are not
huge. Mayan Sunset is a familiar introduction and the model for the series now, Patrick
Star also moves into Flower Shower and is joined by brand new colors, Flame, Golden
Harvest, and White.

Flame

Golden Harvest

Mayan Sunset

White

CALIBRACHOA
Every once in a while, plants come along that do not fit a series but are too cool not
to introduce. Westhoff has done just that with a couple of calibrachoas and we agree
that these should not be missed. The colors are really unique and deserve to be trialed
in your greenhouse for baskets and combos, and you’ll want a few in smaller pots too.
Check out Dracula, Golden Eye, Illusion, Caramel, and Tricolor Pink, and let us know
what you think about them.

Caramel

Dracula

Golden Eye Rose

Illusion

Tricolor Pink

PACIFIC PLUG
PACIFIC
PLUG
&
& LINER
LINER

DELPHINIUM DELGENIUS

TM

The Delgenius™ Delphinium series is the result
of ten years of plant breeding attempting to solve
all of the problems growers have with Delphinium.
Delgenius™ Delphiniums have excellent hardiness
(zone 3-9) and heat tolerance, huge blooms, and
require no vernalization! The plants are vigorous
enough to fill a large pot with one liner and when
we say huge blooms, we mean it, with multiple
stalks of semi-double flowers that rebloom several
times. New this year, Delgenius™ Blue Fabulosa is
a must-have perennial for sure.
Images: Top - Chantay, Bottom - Blue Fabulosa

ECHIBECKIA SUMMERINA®
OK, we might be cheating a little by including this
in our New Variety Magazine, but we do not think
we have talked enough about this amazing series
from Pacific Plug and Liner. Formerly known just as
Echibeckia we now have a series name Summerina®
which perfectly captures the long summer bloom
time of these amazing plants, like Swoop shown
below. With colors ranging from rich brown to
orange to bright cheery yellows, you can find the
right plants for summer and offer a fresh color
range for fall, where these plants really shine as
companions to garden mums. If you have yet to give
these a try, have a look at the extensive color range
and add some fresh annuals to your summer and fall
programs. Your customer will thank you!

G R I F F I N N E W V A R I E T I E S F O R 2023
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MANDEVILLA SUNPARASOL®
Sunbeam
The SUN PARASOL® ORIGINAL series was already known
for having the widest color range in vining Mandevilla and the
addition of SUN PARASOL® ORIGINAL Sunbeam, with a
bright and clean yellow color, is truly a breeding breakthrough.
This first-of-its-kind yellow, vining Mandevilla is fantastic for
patio containers, hanging baskets, and you can train the vines
to a trellis for a truly unique display.

PERICALLIS SENETTI®
White Red Heart
When it comes to early spring color, you can’t beat the Senetti®
series from Suntory. When grown in a 10-inch pot plants can
have as high as 200 three-inch across blooms. With vivid bicolor
flowers and cool weather garden performance, durability, and
vigor Senetti® offers is so much for the early season. New White
Red Heart is an outstanding addition to the well-known series.

BRACTEANTHA GRANVIA
Strawflowers have been around a long time but the three
new colors in the Granvia series from Suntory really caught
our attention. These plants have absolutely huge blooms,
nearly twice the size of the competition, on substantial plants.
That makes them great for larger containers and they fill
in landscape beds well too. Because they are so large it is
recommended to grow them in gallon or larger pots. New
Harvest Orange, Peachy Keen, and Pink join the original
Granvia Gold color which makes a nice color assortment to
bring this classic garden plant back in a BIG way.

Harvest Orange

Peachy Keen

Pink

Happy
Hummingbirds

love

nutritious nectar

By Hannah Sadosky

Planting the
right annuals
and perennials
in your garden
will attract
hummingbirds
for years to
come!
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Perennials are the backbone of the hummingbird ecosystem. Staggering
perennial blooms in your garden from spring through fall set the stage
for a dependable habitat all season long. Echinacea ‘Fuchsia’ is a new
variety that will make a perfect addition for a mid to late summer treat
for hummingbirds. The masses of these blooms provide a staggered
food source with nutritious nectar.
Increase your sighting of these frequent flyers by adding a hummingbird
feeder to your garden. Select a feeder that suits your style and budget
in either glass or plastic, but make sure it's easy to clean. Check out
Sweet-Seeds™ ready to pour pouch-the push-to-use spout makes
refilling your feeder fun and easy. Sweet-Nectar™ Hummingbird Nectar
is made from pure cane sugar and is infused with flower and fruit
extracts that are most frequented by hummingbirds in nature. Their dyefree formula has electrolytes and calcium to prevent dehydration and
promote healthy egg development. Feel good about providing the very
best for mother nature's pollinators and watch the hummingbirds drink
it up!
Hummingbirds remind us to stop and smell the roses and seek the
beauty in life. Creating a habitat that supports healthy populations of
hummingbirds is easy! Select staggered blooms of perennials and add
bursts of bright-colored annuals to keep them fueled. Add more nectar
spots with hummingbird feeders and these frequent flyers will associate
your garden with the sweetest sips of nectar which will keep them
coming back for years to come.

2. Choose perennials with different bloom
times to stagger the food source
3. Have one or more hummingbird staples
like Cleome, Cuphea, Fuchsia, or Salvia
4. Add an assortment of brightly colored
annuals like Petunia, Lantana, or Pentas
5. Add a hummingbird feeder;
change it often

Some of our many
great hummingbird
products

Item # 80191176

In nature, hummingbirds gravitate to brightly colored tubular-shaped
flowers because they hover as they feed. Research indicates that
hummingbirds prefer red or orange flowers such as Honeysuckle,
Cardinal Flower, or Trumpet Vine, but these flyers have great vision and
will also visit other brightly colored flowers, too. When selecting annuals
for your hummingbirds, it’s important to select the best blooms to charm
them. Lantana is one annual that is commonly used for hummingbird
gardens. Syngenta's Lantana Bandana® Black Cherry or Lantana
Bandolista® Red Chili will be sure to draw your local hummingbird's
eye. A lesser-known hummingbird magnet is the annual Pentas. Pentas
perform in high heat which makes these star-shaped flowers a reliable
nectar source. Pentas Starcluster™ Cascade Red is a captivating red
color that will keep hummingbirds coming back day after day!

1. Build the backbone of your hummingbird
landscape with perennials

Item # 80191175

Hummingbirds migrate to the United States from Mexico and their visits
to your garden can be enjoyed from spring through fall. Although they
are small birds, their fast metabolism requires a diet rich in pollen, small
insects, and nectar. Hummingbirds visit thousands of flowers every
day and even swallow insects whole like ants, aphids, mosquitoes,
and spiders! The best source of nectar is from flowers, which turn
into carbohydrates that fuel the hummingbird. The sweet nutritious
nectar is more important than the color of the flowers they visit. By
adding annuals, perennials, and a feeder you will make your landscape
hummingbird friendly!

5 Tips for
Building the Best
Hummingbird
Landscape

Item # 80191181

Increase the nectar real estate in your landscape by adding a stylish
hummingbird feeder filled with the best fuel for those speedy wings.
Bring yourself back to nature by creating lasting moments in your
garden, watching hummingbirds as they visit flowers or your feeder!

DANZIGER
DANZIGER

CALIBRACHOA COLIBRI

TM

It’s exciting that the COLIBRI™ series of calibrachoa continues to
expand and we love the three new additions to the series this year.
If you are not already familiar with the series, COLIBRI™ is best
known for being compact and requiring fewer PGR’s to produce a
four-inch pot. This means it is also very well behaved in hanging
baskets. The new colors are Pure White, Dark Lavender, and a
fantastic new red and the yellow star-patterned Exotic Red Bling.

Pure White

28

Dark Lavender
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PETUNIA SPLASH DANCE

TM

Danziger’s SPLASH DANCE™ series more than doubles in number this year
with the introduction of five new colors with the unique speckled flower pattern.
The great thing about SPLASH DANCE™ is that the series was bred to hold the
speckled pattern into the heat of summer. The new colors, SPLASH DANCE™
Calypso Cherry, SPLASH DANCE™ Moon Walk, SPLASH DANCE™ Rumba
Rose, SPLASH DANCE™ Violet Vogue, SPLASH DANCE™ Fuchsia Flamenco,
are a must-have for your four-inch and hanging basket programs.
Image: Left - Fuchsia Flamenco

Calypso Cherry

Moon Walk

Rumba Rose

Violet Vogue

SALVIA SALLYFUN

TM

Blue Lagoon
Not only does SALLYFUN™ Blue Lagoon have a
great name, but it is also a great plant as well. Fitting
nicely in the SALLYFUN™ medium vigor category,
SALLYFUN™ Blue Lagoon has great branching which
means you get more, large bloom spikes helping fill
larger containers quickly. Salvia farinacea is a longblooming pollinator plant, too, for those looking to
expand their offering. The SALLYFUN™ series can
be grown in four-inch containers and larger, but really

LOBULARIA STREAM

shows well in gallon pots and when allowed to get large

TM

in combination planters.

Who knew Lobularia maritima could come in so many colors!
The STREAM™ series from Danziger gets two new ones this
year bringing the series up to nine total colors. Champagne
STREAM™ is a beautiful creamy white and Violet
STREAM™ is a perfect light purple color. They both bloom
like crazy from spring to fall and the honey-like fragrance
really draws the pollinators. Plants work great as a filler in
mixed combinations and make great landscape plants as well.

Champagne

30

Violet
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SALVIA
BODACIOUS ®

P L A N T H AV E N

JAMMIN JAZZ
Talk about a stunning
plant! The contrast of
large hot pink flowers
and chocolate calyxes on
the new BODACIOUS®’
Jammin’ Jazz’ is gorgeous
spring through fall.

MISCANTHUS

This salvia has excellent
branching giving it a tight

LITTLE MISS - PP28, 849

rounded habit and the
So many great attributes in such a small package, you’re going to love Miscanthus ‘Little Miss’. For

foliage stays dark green

starters, the arching foliage emerges green in the spring but quickly develops deep red and purple tones

well into the season. Oh,

by mid-May and continues to deepen for a gorgeous show in October. The center of the clump stays

and because it’s salvia,

green showing off the color even more. From July to October ‘Little Miss’ shows off gorgeous buff

it will be a hummingbird

colored seed heads giving ornamental grass fans something to rave about. All this is contained in a

magnet too.

two to three foot tall and wide plant.

THINK PLANTS

Lemon

JAVELIN LAVENDER

LITHODORA

COMPACT BLUE

TIDEPOOL BLUE

There is a lot of breeding work going

Another great product from

on in lavender and it all seems to

Syngenta breeding through Think

be bringing great improvements

Plants is Lithodora Tidepool Blue.

to landscape, cut flower, and the

Lithodora is a bit underutilized as

potted plant market. New Javelin

a groundcover so it’s great to see

Compact Blue from Syngenta/

some new breeding bring attention

Think Plants combines the best of

back and what better attention

garden performance with a beautiful

than pools of deep blue flowers in

presentation in smaller pots. We love

the spring. Tidepool Blue had up to

that the huge flag on the bloom stays

ten days earlier blooming than the

in color for a long time and the plant

market standard and is easy to grow

continues to put up fresh flowers from

in four inch pots

June to October.

Paprika

Saffron

GAILLARDIA GUSTO

Sweet Chili
TM

The Think Plants marketing organization
continues to bring attention to some great
perennial breeding. This year we were caught
by a new Gaillardia series from Danziger called
GUSTO™. This first-year flowering series does
not require any vernalization or bulking to
produce beautiful gallon plants. All four colors
in GUSTO™ are extremely uniform with a
mounded habit and new flowers that cover the
old. With great names like Saffron, Lemon,
Paprika, and Sweet Chili this new Gaillardia can
really…spice up your perennial offering.

BASICS OF BIOSTIMULANTS FOR

Floriculture
By Karen Stever, GGSPro Technical Specialist

The verdict is in, biostimulants may improve your crop
quality. Over a relatively short period of years we have
gone from questioning if biostimulants belonged in
the category of ‘snake oil’ (NOT!), to a new level of
understanding. Current scientific experimentation has
shown biostimulants often activate metabolic pathways
in the plant, to boost production of growth regulators,
signaling or defensive molecules. Several comprehensive
reports provide specific measured growth effects
correlated to cellular protein levels, small molecules and
nutrient content in the plant tissues.
Biostimulants are, by definition, substances which
produce plant quality, health, or yield which is not a
direct effect of the nutrition supplied. Biostimulants may
not affect all plant types equally, specificities may occur.
Products commercialized for horticultural production
by reputable companies work for a broad swath of
ornamental crops. An example of specificity occurs with
mycorrhizal fungi. ‘Endo’ species of mycorrhizae grow
partially into the root tissue of herbaceous plants. Woody
plants form the symbiosis with only ‘Ecto’ species on
the outside of the root tissue. The vast majority of plants,
95% of plant genera form a symbiotic relationship with
some mycorrhizal fungi. Five percent of plants reject any
mycorrhizal association, including the general Brassica
family vegetable crops and the Ericaceae family (azalea,
heath, blueberry, and cranberry), carnations, orchids,
spinach, and a few others. It is reasonable to think there
can be a species effect with other biostimulants types.
Often, the effects of biostimulants are most noticeable
when plants are under some type of stress – drought,
high salt or low nutrition, high or low temperature
extremes, or insect or disease pressure. With no adverse
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effects, treated and untreated plants may grow the same,
at least in some cases. In reality, despite our best efforts
and intentions, crops are sometimes grown under less than
optimal conditions or face one or more of the stresses listed
above. Greenhouse conditions chosen as best for crops
overall may be sub-par for minor crops. Random events,
human error, or an influx of pests have been known to occur
on rare occasion in commercial production. And then there
is the shipping process. Plants can suffer at any step in the
process. Biostimulants can provide a little insurance and help
crops through a stressful event. However, like insurance,
biostimulants need to be purchased (and used) in advance of
the event.

Verano365 demonstrated, through grower trials of their
products, that a faster finish could be achieved at the normal
fertilizer rates, or a signification reduction in fertilizer could be
made, without sacrificing quality in the finished plant. Testing
shows quality plugs and finished crops can be achieved at
a 50-30% lower nitrogen rate with EvoFactor compared to
typical production methods. EvoFactor utilizes the patented
OpusMAX carrier, composed of natural biomolecules in an
engineered formulation which organizes nutrients in the
fertilizer stock tank for more efficient uptake in the root zone.
OpusMAX is also found in Thrivedo, for cannabis production
and will likely appear in other horticultural products in the
future due to its unique properties.

The table below lists broad categories of known
biostimulants, examples of the label ingredients, some of
the documented effects, and notes on the longevity of the
biostimulant effect or interaction. Many improve water and
nutrient uptake, leading to better tolerance and recovery with
low water or fertilizer supply. Several registered fungicides
have biostimulant activity in addition to their direct effects
on pathogens. Examples include Trichoderma (RootShield,
Obtego), Bacillus (Cease, Companion, Stargus, Triathlon),
and the phosphate mimic, phosphite (Fosphite, Phostrol,
others). Increased biomass, branching, flowers, and fruit
quality are common themes when discussing biostimulants.

A troubling or needy crop is a good place to start trialing
biostimulants in your production. The categories and
ingredients listed below are valid biostimulants. Stick with a
reputable manufacturer, not all species or strains of Bacillus
or Trichogramma organisms are actually beneficial. Also
note that synergies may occur between biostimulants. Avoid
multiple products when trialing products initially, then expand
crops and products as your experience dictates. Lastly,
be aware that like most horticultural products, more is not
always better. The non-living biostimulants can be overdosed
to the detriment of the crop; follow label rates. The living
microbes are not subject to overdose, just waste. Finding
the right product(s) to improve your crops or reduce losses
or costs may require an investment in trials, but can lead
to measurable results in crops and in grower satisfaction.
Contact GGSPro regarding your specific crop needs.

A few biostimulants have been shown to allow efficient
production at reduced fertilizer rates. This has been
demonstrated on petunia, with Cease biofungicide by
Dr. Michelle Jones and her team at Ohio State University.

SOME BIOSTIMULANT EXAMPLES
Living Microbes

Examples

Some Documented Effects

Longevity of Effects

Fungi

Mycorrhizae, varied genera

Improved nutrient & water uptake &
storage, increased stress tolerance
and growth

Permanent association,
extension of roots

Fungi

Trichoderma species - found in
registered fungicides, others

Increased biomass, nutrient uptake,
defense mechanisms, yields

Long term colonization of roots
(months)

Bacteria

Bacillus - found in registered
fungicides, others

Increased growth, chlorophyll,
flowering, nutrient uptake and yield,
especially under stress conditions.

Short term colonization of roots
(weeks) for most

Non-Living

Examples

Some Documented Effects

Longevity of Effects

Complex Organic
Substances

Humates, humic acid

Increased root mass, nutrient uptake,
photosynthesis, drought stress.

Benefit persists a few weeks
in plants.

Amino acids & Small
peptides

Protein hydrolysates

Increased growth, yield, germination
and resistance to abiotic stresses

Benefit persists 1-2 weeks

Carbohydrates, PGRs,
Hormones,

Seaweed & Seaweed extracts

Increased stress resistance, growth,
roots, flowering, and yield.

Benefit persists 1-2 weeks

New! Structured
Biopolymers

OpusMAX Nutritional adjuvantfound in EvoFactor

Improved nutrient efficiency allows
increased growth, lower fertilizer use

Continuous use through out the
growth cycle with WSF

Mineral

Silicon - potassium silicate,
silicic acid

Increased cell strength, drought &
salt resistance

Benefit persists 1-2 weeks

Mineral

Phosphite - potassium salts of
Increased root growth, increased stress Benefit persists 1-2 weeks
phosphorous acid- reg'd fungicides resistance, controls Phytophthora
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®

SUNPATIENS ®
S A K ATA

We can always count on Sakata to continue to improve and add to
their wildly popular consumer brands and this year Sunpatiens®
Compact and Sunpatiens® Vigorous get several new and upgraded
colors and all have the great full sun through shade versatility the
Sunpatiens® is known for.
Sunpatiens® Compact Lilac Improved is upgraded to better fit
the compact series, while the new bicolor, Lavender Splash is
sure to wow consumers. Classic White sounds like an upgrade
to an existing variety but it’s actually a new white for the series
that matches the habit of the compact type the best. Also new is
Purple Candy that has rose blooms with dark magenta.
Sunpatiens® Vigorous has the same great garden performance

Compact Lavender Splash Compact Lilac Imp.

Compact Purple Candy

as the compact series but with 20-25% more vigor for when you
really need to fill baskets, containers, or landscapes fast. The
vigorous series has two new colors, Pretty Pink is, as its name
states, a very pretty clear pink while Peach Candy is a unique
bicolor peach and orange bloom.

Compact Classic White Vigorous Peach Candy

Vigorous Pretty Pink
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PETUNIA TEA

Purple Vein
Green Edge

Flamingo

Two petunia varieties from Beekenkamp really stood out this
year and they are in the Tea series. Known for a controlled,
trailing habit, the Tea series has excellent heat tolerance and
bounces back quickly from rain. The color of ‘Flamingo’ is
outstanding, if not a little difficult to describe because ‘pink
and yellow’ does not sound like they should go together but this
bloom is very pretty. Even more of a mouthful, ‘Purple Vein
Green Edge’ might be a lot to say but that will not matter once
you see it. Use Tea petunias in quarts, hanging baskets, and
patio pots by themselves or mixed with other plants.

®

DAHLIA LABELLA® GRANDE FUN
Dahlias are a favorite cut flower, but not all dahlias have to be.
With large showy blooms on a more compact plant, enthusiasts
can enjoy beautiful dahlia blooms in their patio pots and
containers as well as garden borders. New Labella® Grande Fun
Red White would make an outstanding thriller in a combo or
border planting. The base of the plant is very well-branched
and huge blooms on strong stems make a great impact at retail.
Ideally suited in six-inch pots or larger.

S OW T H E

seeds

O F S U C C E S S W I T H GR I F F I N

Endurance™ Marigolds from Syngenta Flowers

Griffin is a stocking distributor offering over 3,000 variety and product form combinations to build your best seed
or plug program. Our experienced team is committed to providing quality, service and attention to detail. Demand
is at an all-time high. Griffin allocates by entered date so early orders have an advantage when product is short.
Griffin's full seed catalog will be out later this summer. Here's an advance look at what's new for 2023.
New Annuals
Begonia BionicTM
BL Red
Begonia BionicTM
BL Rose
Begonia BionicTM
GL Pink
Begonia BionicTM
GL Red
Begonia Dragon Wing
White
Begonia Hula
Blush
Begonia Hula
Pink
Begonia Hula
Red
Begonia Hula
Red White Bicolor
Begonia Megawatt
Green Leaf White
Dianthus Coronet
Purple

Dianthus Coronet
Purple with Eye

Ornamental Cabbage
Osaka iQ -Pink Bicolor

Gazania KissTM
Golden Flame

Ornamental Kale Crystal
Deep Red

Gazania KissTM
Red

Ornamental Kale Crystal
Pink

Gazania KissTM
White Flame

Ornamental Kale Kamome
Bright Red

Impatiens Beacon
Lindau Mix

Ornamental Kale Kamome
Bright White

Impatiens Beacon
Portland Mix

Pansy DeltaTM
Premium Yellow with
Red Wing

Impatiens Beacon
Sanibel Mix
Impatiens Solarscape
Magenta Bliss
Impatiens Solarscape
Orange Burst
Impatiens Solarscape
White Shimmer
Impatiens Solarscape XL
Salmon Glow

Pansy Select
Orange with Blotch
Pansy Spreading
Cool Wave
Blue

Petunia - Spreading
E3 Easy Wave
Formula Mix
Ranunculus MacheTM
Chocolate
Torenia Hi-LiteTM
Blue Beacon
Vinca BlockbusterTM
Blue
Vinca BlockbusterTM
Patriot Mix
Vinca Tattoo
Orange
Vinca - Spreading
Cora Cascade® XDR
Punch
Viola Colormax
True Blue

Pansy Spreading FreefallTM
XL - Blue Picotee Shades

Viola Endurio®
Blue Face

Pentas BeehiveTM
White

Viola Sorbet XP
Red

Pentas Graffiti 20/20
Appleblossom

Zinnia ZydecoTM
Cherry

Zinnia ZydecoTM
Deep Yellow
Zinnia ZydecoTM
Fire
Zinnia ZydecoTM
White

New Perennials
Delphinium DelphinaTM
Pink White Bee
Delphinium DelphinaTM
White Black Bee
Echinacea Artisan
Yellow Ombre
Iberis (F1)
WhistlerTM White
Perovskia
Bluesette
Rudbeckia
Goldblitz
Saxifraga LoftyTM
Dark Rose Shades
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